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Introduction

The Sudanese region of Abyei currently sits at the centre of a conflict between the north and south of what was Africa’s largest state. While analysts have described the situation in Abyei as “an intractable conflict”, this policy brief examines the current impasse, its historical context and the options available for breaking the deadlock and forestalling further conflict. The stalemate in the region has shown itself capable of pushing the two sides to full scale conflict as witnessed on 21 May 2011 when the Sudan Armed Forces (SAF) launched a coordinated attack on South Sudanese military personnel in the contested region of Abyei. Sudanese President General Omar Bashir also unilaterally dissolved the joint North-South Abyei Administration; in addition to being unconstitutional the move serves only the further inflames tensions in the region. Khartoum claimed the assault was in retaliation for the killing of 22 SAF soldiers by South Sudanese military forces in the region. The current crisis emerges in large part from the intransigence of the parties and the inability of the international community to convince the Sudanese People’s Liberation Movement (SPLM) that they can prevent further reneging on agreed issues by the National Congress Party (NCP). Additionally the
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In 1905 the British began cementing the process of creating cattle subjected to rustling by the nine Ngok clans. Time, with the Ngok suffering from Humr slave raids and Humr Zuruk. Relations between the Ngok and Humr have varied over rulers of the two sections of the Misseriya, the Humr and the chiefs of the nine Ngok clans and the Nazirs or paramount administrators transferred the Abyei region to Northern then Kordofan province. At the time it was argued that this arrangement was administratively more convenient than controlling the area from the southern province of Bahr el Ghazal, as it was cut off from the provincial capital for long periods during the rainy season. The rationale was also to place the Humr and Ngok under the same provincial authority and jurisdiction to deal with cattle and slave raiding. The transfer took place without consulting the predominantly Dinka Ngok population of Abyei. The actual size of the territory transferred is at the root of today’s crisis, as British colonial dispatches refer to Abyei, or the area of the nine Ngok chiefdoms, but never specified its actual boundaries.

Several border shifts and territorial transfers similar to the one involving Abyei took place between the north and south and sowed the seeds of many border disputes currently hindering cordial relations between the two Sudans. This process of boundary changes reached a climax in 1922 when colonial officials forcibly evicted the entire population of the Kafia Kinga enclave in an attempt to create a “a tangible division between ‘Arab’ and ‘African’ groups along the border zone between Darfur and Bahr Al Ghazal”. The region, which had previously been a melting pot of cultures, became an impenetrable barrier. In 1958 the military regime of General Ibrahim Abboud annexed the Kafia Kingi enclave to Darfur. A similar transfer occurred in 1924 when the Munroe-Wheatley agreement changed the border between the Rizegat of Darfur and the Malwal Dinka of Bahr al Ghazal. The border between the two communities and the provinces they inhabited previous lay at the banks of the river Kiir known in the north as the Bahr al Arab. However, the agreement shifted the boundary 14 miles, or 22 km south, of the river. The agreement was designed to allow the Rizegat, who the British were attempting to woo as allies, greater access to the rich grazing lands just south of the river and reduce conflict between them and the Malwal Dinka who inhabited the area.

This border shift was implemented without the authorization of the Governor General in Khartoum and without consulting the Dinka at the time. As a result the agreement is currently contested by the GoSS, while Khartoum argues
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that since it took place before 1956 the border is not subject to alteration.  

When seen in this light, the transfer of Abyei was one of several boundary adjustments by British colonial officials which have left a lasting impact on relations between the two Sudans. While much of the media and policy focus has been on the relations between the Ngok and Humr, the problem and solutions to the current conundrum lie at a higher level, namely Juba and Khartoum.

Who are the Misseriya

Though their territory is currently at the centre of the crisis very little is known about Ngok and in particular the Humr. The Humr are actually one section of the Misseriya that reside in Kordofan, the other being the Zuruk. While the Abyei dispute is often described as a primordial conflict between the Ngok and the Misseriya, this is in fact inaccurate, since only one section of the later is actually involved. The current dispute revolves around the inclusion of the Misseriya as voters in the referendum on the final status of Abyei. Their inclusion is challenged by the GoSS, who argued that with the exception of the 25,000 nomads who spend a longer period than others in Abyei and the South, the Misseriya as a whole are not eligible to vote. The GoS on the other hand claims that all of the estimated 300 – 400,000 Misseriya must be allowed to vote if the referendum is to go ahead. The reasoning behind this is simple. If the 400,000 Misseriya are allowed to vote in the Abyei referendum then their numbers will swamp the 70,000 or so Ngok Dinka and secure the region for Khartoum. However, one key fact about the Misseriya that is often overlooked is that all the Misseriya do not migrate through Abyei during the dry season. The Humr are divided into two main groups the ’Ajaira and the Felaïta. The former have six sub-groups of which only four migrate via Abyei, with other sections crossing via Unity State or Northern Bahr Al Ghazal. These nomads number approximately 15,000 – 25,000 and would have little impact on the results of referendum.  

The Humr, like all Baggara or cattle Arab groups, have their origin in hybridization of Arab and Fulani modes of production in the Lake Tchad Basin. As Arab and Teda speaking camel nomads migrated south from Libya and via northern Tchad, they came into contact with Fulani nomads who were slowly filtering through the Lake Tchad basin as they spread out from their home region in Futo Toro Senegal. The camel nomads forces to abandon camels, whose delicate feet could not deal with the damp conditions, shifted to cattle and adopted many of the Fulani husbandry practices- while the Fulani gradually adopted the Arabic language- the result was a new social group the Shua or Baggara Arabs, who rapidly filtered east from their home region around Lake Tchad. The Misseriya themselves spread east from Salamat river area in Tchad and arrived in Abyei a few decades after the Dinka region, sometime around 1730-40s via Ouaddai and Darfur. As a result there are several smaller pockets of Misseriya in the Darfur area as well as in Tchad, these include the Salamat of Tchad, Misseriya of Kas to the west and south of Kas town, the Jabaal or Mileri of Jebel Moun who claim Misseriya heritage, as well as several sections of the Zaghawa of Dar Galla in the Kornoi area. Additionally several smaller Baggara groups in Darfur have become clients of local Misseriya. The various sections of the Misseriya though united by a common history are politically independent. Thus, in the Sudan the term Misseriya is usually used to cover the Humr and the Zuruk and at other times all Misseriya sections. This process of ethnogenesis is common among the Baggara and caused British colonial officials some problems when it came to administration in Baggara areas. In order to deal with shifting alliances and ethnic affiliation, the British went as far as holding fragmenting Baggara groups together, sometimes against their will. For instance, they moved the two subgroups of the Beni Hussein to their present home north of Kepkabia and united the two sections of the Beni Halba, though these had been diverging both geographically and politically for some time. As the Humr and Zuruk also began to diverge the British tried, and failed to hold them together, eventually each section got its own Nazir or paramount chief.
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Another central point that is often overlooked in the Abyei conflict is that Abyei itself is not the final destination of Northern nomads and their herds. The Humr actually only pass through Abyei on their way some 75 km south of the region, thus retaining control of the contested region does not actually befit the Humr in the long run, since other Dinka sections have stated that without a solution to the problems in Abyei, the Misseriya as whole will not be allowed into the territory of the Twic, Ruweng or Malwai Dinka. In fact none of the other Misseriya sub-groups meet the residency requirements that would allow them to take part in the referendum. Having argued and in some ways won the case for a smaller Abyei, the GoS has accidentally ensured that their allies, the Humr, are unable to take part in the now delayed referendum.

The Long Road to the Current Impasse

While interactions between the Ngok and the Humr were not always peaceful, they were at least stable and predictable. This all changed with Sudan's first civil war (1956 – 72) with relations between the two groups turning to open conflict during the second civil war (1983 – 2005). Tensions between the two communities were exacerbated as the Ngok Dinka became key members of the SPLM, while the Misseriya became clients of the north, with many eventually joining government-backed militias. Abyei was a key battleground during the civil war, as it formed a key crossing point for pro-Khartoum Misseriya militias. As a result of the conflict tens of thousands of inhabitants, mostly Ngok Dinka, were displaced.

The final status of Abyei was one of the most contentious issues in the lead up to the CPA. However, since the 2002 Machakos Protocol defined 'Southern Sudan' as it existed at the time of independence, the Ngok Dinka territory as it had been one hundred years prior, in 1905. This would be followed by the establishment of a referendum commission to identify who was eligible to vote in a referendum on the status of the region which would run concurrent to the referendum in the South on independence.

The ABC issued what was supposed to be a “final and binding” ruling on Abyei's boundary in July 2005. The ruling set the boundary of the Abyei region 87 km north of Abyei town. The area included all villages recently inhabited by Ngok Dinka; however areas from which the Ngok had been forced to flee and had been occupied by the Humr were placed in a zone of shared rights. The GoS rejected the ruling, claiming that the ABC exceeded its mandate and a three-year stalemate ensued. Since this time Abyei has been the source of direct clashes between the SPLM and northern backed militias, and later Sudanese army troops in 2007. The dispute erupted into violence in May 2008, when Abyei town itself was razed to the ground, causing the majority of the towns 60,000 inhabitants to flee south.

On 8 June 2008 the NCP and the SPLM signed the Abyei Roadmap Agreement aimed at breaking the deadlock on implementation of the Abyei Protocol. The two parties also agreed on 21 June 2008 to refer the dispute over the Abyei boundaries to the PCA, which rendered its decision a year later on 22 July 2009. The PCA ruling reduced the size of Abyei considerably, did away with the ABC zone of shared rights and placed most of the contested oilfields in Kordofan (i.e. in the North) and not in Abyei. The PCA defined the region as the area of permanent Ngok settlement and also contended that intent of the Abyei Protocol was to empower the Ngok Dinka as a whole to choose their status as Northerners or Southerners in a referendum. On paper the ruling gave Khartoum much of what it wanted - control of the oil fields in the north-east corner of the ABC award and, by focusing on the area of ‘permanent’ Ngok habitation, it additionally excluded much of the area settled by the Misseri during the war from the new Abyei region.

However, while the GoS accepted the decision the GoS rejected the ruling, with a senior NCP member stating that it “did not satisfy the needs of the two partners” and that “the two partners must find new solutions”. Senior GoS officials expressed similar opinions, stating that to the NCP the CPA...
is an agreement between the NCP and the SPLM and can be renegotiated. However for the SPLM the CPA is a legally binding document that should be implemented in its entirety. The international community, led by the African Union High Level Panel, has so far been unable to persuade Khartoum to adhere to the binding nature of this (the second) round of arbitration over the disputed area.

Abyei's borders according to the Abyei Borders Commission (ABC) and Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) (Taken from: PCA website: www.pca-cpa.org)

More at Stake than Grazing Rights or Oil

Oil fields in the ABC and PCA proposed Abyei area (Taken from Africa - Confidential: http://www.africa-confidential.com)

Following the PCA ruling, the borders of Abyei should have been demarcated and registration for the referendum begun. However, Sudanese Armed Forces (SAF) personnel and Humr militias prevented the survey teams from laying boundary markers, claiming that unless the Misseriya were allowed to vote in the referendum demarcation could not commence.18

Unverified claims by GoSS officials and local Ngok leaders accuse GoS of settling Misseriya in the PCA award area in an attempt to change demographic realities on the ground.19 UNMIS officials have complained that they do not have full access to the region, which has witnessed a build-up of troops and heavy weapons from both the North and South.20

Abyei as defined by the ABC had three productive oil fields: Heglig in the east, Bamboo in the northeast and Diffra in the north. After the announcement of the PCA decision in July 2009 and the reduction of the size of the Abyei area only one field, Diffra, fell within the boundaries of Abyei, with Bamboo and Heglig now in the Northern state of South Kordofan. In the early 2000s the combined production of the three fields was in the vicinity of 76,600 bpd, approximately 25% of the Sudan's oil production.21 However the production rates of the three fields have declined considerably since then - from the 76,600 bpd of 2004 to 28,300 bpd in 2009 - and as production in the rest of the South increased Abyei's share of national production fell to less than 5%.22 Diffra, the only field currently in the Abyei areas as defined by the PCA, produced less around 4,000 bpd in 2009 – less than 1% of Sudan's national output.23 Much of
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the decline is simply due to the fact the fields have peaked and are now in decline. Thus, the description of Abyei as “oil rich” is both overstated and serves to mask the more deep seeded issues causing the impasse.

With the NCP unwilling to lose Abyei and alienate the Misseriya, the current stalemate may continue up to 9 July 2011 unless the AUHIP can help steer the parties into an agreement. The SPLM, having seen that the AUHIP and international community are unable or unwilling to hold Khartoum to international agreements, may attempt to recover Abyei by force. The GoS President General Omar Bashir recently threatened a return to war if Abyei did not remain a part of the north.22 GoSS has also upped the ante by including Abyei as a part of South Sudan in their draft constitution23.

Recommendations
To the Parties
1. SAF forces must be withdrawn from the PCA defined Abyei area.
2. The dissolution of the Abyei Administration is in direct violation of the interim constitution of the Sudan which states that all appointments in the region must be made by Presidency – a body that includes the Presidents of both the North and South.
3. During the run up to the referendum on the independence of the South, the GoSS made a concerted and commendable effort not to be dragged back into conflict in spite of numerous provocations and CPA infractions. Similar restraint must now be exercised on Abyei.
4. In order to prevent an increase in tension and the possibility of full scale war GoS and GoSS should step up efforts to implement the Abyei Protocol and other outstanding aspects of the CPA related to the disputed territory before 9 July 2011.
5. Both parties must make credible and legally binding commitments to the Humr and other Baggara groups that cross the border, that their right to migrate to the south will be respected.
6. The PCA ruling confirms the right of ‘residents’ of Abyei to vote in a referendum and as such Humr Misseriya that migrate through Abyei have the right to vote in the referendum- not the Misseriya community as a whole. GoS needs to begin the process of registering nomads from the four ‘Ajaira sections, based on tax rolls, so they can participate in the election.
7. Failing this Abyei should be transferred from the North to the South by presidential decree. The referendum on the status of Abyei was meant to be held concurrently with the referendum on independence for the South – the logic being that Abyei was voting to join the South, which may or may not vote for independence. At the time of the writing of this brief, the referendum has been postponed due to a dispute over registration of the Misseriya as residents of Abyei and their eligibility to vote. One way around this impasse would be for the region to be transferred to the South Sudan by presidential decree and thereby skip a referendum, the outcome of which is a foregone conclusion. This transfer could take place after an agreement is reached on right of the ‘Ajaira section of the Humr to access to the territory in South Sudan during their annual migrations.

To the AUHIP
1. Recent suggestions that partition may be the only viable solution to the current crisis are counter-productive and have made a sustainable solution less, rather than more likely.
2. Additional territorial compromises in Abyei only serves to reinforce the notion that there is more to gain through diplomatic intransigence and continuing turmoil in Abyei than the prompt and full implementation of the PCA ruling on the region as handed down on 22 July 2009.
3. The AUHIP should use it good offices to persuade the GoS and GoSS to carry out the full implementation of the PCA ruling.
4. The AU and AUHIP should also work to establish credible mechanisms to facilitate the peaceful migration of nomads through Abyei and other border areas. This mechanism should include conflict prevention, early warning instruments and a conflict mitigation program.
5. President of GoSS, Silva Kiir, has personally expressed his willingness to contribute to a development fund for Humr lands if Abyei is transferred to the South. In his own words “the problem of the Misseriya is not of pastures and water, but is one of underdevelopment”.24 While President Kiir has ruled out a 50-50 split of the South’s oil wealth, he has indicated he is willing to contribute to a joint fund for the development of Humr areas if Abyei is transferred to South Sudan. The AUHIP should investigate the feasibility of establishing a joint fund with contributions from GoS, GoSS and the international community to improve water management and cattle husbandry techniques on both sides of the river Kiir. This would reduce the dependence of nomads on the river Kiir and also reduce tensions and violent confrontation in the region.

Conclusion
For the GoSS, Abyei is the first and should have been the least complicated of six contested border areas. The prospect of a loss of, or an even further truncation of Abyei sets a
troubling precedent for the negotiation over the Kafia KINGa area transferred to Darfur in 1960, the Safaha area which was transferred from Bahr al Ghazal to Darfur in 1923, as well as the Renk, Kaka and Magenis areas whose borders were altered by successive northern governments after independence. The GoSS regards Abyei as an area that has already been partitioned when compared to the initial ABC report recommendation.

For the GoS Abyei is an area that must be kept at all costs. The Misseriya, hitherto earnest allies of the Khartoum government, need to be kept on side, and losing Abyei to South Sudan would damage the already strained relationship. As the largest Baggara group with a history of service as a government proxy militia, Misseriya demands carry weight in the security apparatus that dominates the GoS.

It is clear that the GoS hopes to use Abyei as a bargaining chip in their negotiations with South Sudan over other unrelated issues. Senior GoSS officials have stated that Khartoum has proposed that Abyei could be transferred to the South by presidential decree before 9 July if the 50-50 wealth sharing deal related to oil in the entire South is extended for another 10 years –something that the South is unwilling to consider at this point in time, especially with the PCA ruling confirming that the residents must be allowed to choose between Khartoum and Juba.

Leading figures in the GoS have expressed their frustration with the North and the AUHIP and have stated publically and privately that partition is not an option and that a return to war for the region is not impossible. These statements along with the recent build-up of SAF and SPLM forces in the region suggest that both sides are preparing for further confrontation. With this level of insecurity and uncertainty the Humr sections from Kordofan have avoided Abyei and migrated south via Bahr Al Ghazal, where relations with the Malwal Dinka are somewhat better. They have not been allowed to cross via Abyei and officials and communities in Unity State have barred armed Misseriya from entering the region, which suffered heavily from Misseriya and Hawazama raids during the civil war. As a result of their late departure and long detour via Darfur to Bahr al Ghazal, Misseriya cattle are stressed and would have to stay longer than usual in Abyei to recover, adding to an already tense situation. For the GoS and the Humr the choices around Abyei are fairly simple: they can keep control of the territory in violation of international law and claim a small but in the end expensive victory, since the Humr will not be allowed into other areas of the south. The likelihood of violent confrontation increases as the independence of the South approaches. If outstanding CPA issues are not resolved before separation the probability of a conventional interstate war will also increase. Additionally, failure to resolve the issues of Abyei will cloud both NCP and SPLM calculations about other outstanding CPA issues and most likely hamper further negotiations. Abyei should be seen as an international problem which can only be addressed within the confines of international law. Thus, Abyei must be considered in a wider context as a national issue between North and South not just a local problem between the Humr and Ngok and their backers in Khartoum and Juba. Therefore any recommendations must be aimed at the national capitals rather than just at the local level and be based on the latest understanding of the current political assemblages both nationally and internationally. While the options for achieving a peaceful resolution to the crisis in Abyei may differ, the outcome must be the same – the Ngok must be allowed to express their right of self determination as enshrined in the Addis Ababa Agreement of 1972, the Machakos Protocol of 2002, the CPA of 2005 and the PCA ruling of 2009.
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